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From: cheryl.saniukheinig@maine.edu on behalf of WLA <wla@maine.edu>
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 9:43 PM
To: Emily Acritelli; Jaclyn Salevsky; Daya Taylor; Lindsay White; Katherine Sawyer; Emma 
Bilodeau; Amanda Klein; Brooke Bailey; Aimee Dodge; Irina Grigoryeva; Maye Emlein; 
Jacqueline Polvere; Mik Holt; Suzy Dowling; Mikayla Martin; Caroline Anson; Allison 
McGonagle; Cheryl Saniuk-Heinig; Jayden Sineiro; Kristin King; Nina Ciffolillo; Sam 
Martin; Lexis Anderson; Elizabeth Reed; Cassandra Morin; Shianne Bowlin; Susan 
Weidner; Abbey Ridge; Abbie Pratico; Amanda L Bridges; Anne Sedlack; Brittany 
Ashmore; Chelsea Broomhall; Claire Mielke; Darcy Peyser; Imroz Imroz; Isobel Golden; 
Jessica Silvestrone; Jordan Ramharter; Julia Eyman; Katherine Skinner; Kayla Raftice; 
Kerri O'Malley; Lauren Kaiser; Lauren LeSueur; Maeve Weggler; Manali Kulkarni; 
Melanie Dorn; Melissa Littlehale; Rachel Bauer; Langdon Thaxter; Devin Sorkin; Hilary 
Forsley; Alex Mihalov; Paige Eggleston; Stephanie Rogers; Sanchita Mukherjee; Kayleigh 
Cleary; McKenna McKenna; Christa Vo; Blake McCartney; Jess Mizzi; Ashley Jordan; 
Jenna Zawislak; Dale Rappaneau; Sara Freshley; Maggie O'Neil; Lori Renzullo; Emily 
Gorrivan; Leslie Wilson; Amanda Bisol; Enzhe Zaripova; Erika Lamarre; Brenda Garrand; 
Erika Allen; Amy Cann; Erika Roberge; Megan Stewart; Roxi Holmes; Sarah Dobson; 
Carly Cosgrove; Josh Rosen; Heather Leeman-Kenyon; Katie Elliott; Grayson 
Szczepaniak; Kirsten Koch; Nazeli Tonoyan; Schadrac Joseph; Tamra Wallace; Lisa 
Rosenthal; M H
Subject: WLA ELECTIONS UPDATE
Hi All,  
 
In light of the remarkable life changes everyone is in the middle of we will be extending the due date for emails 
expressing intent to run for an executive board of WLA an additional week. The timeline now will be as 
follows: 
 
Mon, 3/9 through Fri, 3/27: Submit Email Expressing Intent to Run 
Fri, 3/27 through Mon, 3/30: Elections (online) 
Tues, 3/31: Announcement of WLA 2020-2021 Board 
 
This is a crazy time for everyone. If you are worried about family, need groceries delivered, need someone to 
vent to about your law school and job related worries please reach out. This could be to us or other WLA 
members, through the wellness resources at the law school, or to someone in your own life.  
 
We may be apart but we are all here for each other.  
 
Stay safe and healthy everyone! 
 
All the best, 
The [Current] Executive Board 
